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A Lie algebraic method for propagation of the Wigner quasi-distribution function under quadratic Hamiltonian 
was presented by Zoubi and Ben-Aryeh. We show that the same method can be used in order to propagate a rather 
general class of quasi distribution functions, which we call "Gaussian class". This class contains as special cases 
the well-known Wigner, Husimi, Glauber and Kirkwood – Rihaczek quasi-distribution functions. We present some 
examples of the calculation of the time-evolution of those functions.   
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           The idea behind quasi-distribution functions (QDF) 
(e.g. [1-3]) is to use a tool that resembles a classical 
distribution function in phase space and can be used to 
calculate expectation values of observables. In classical 
mechanics in phase space, expectation values are 
calculated as an integral 
 
                 ( ) ( ), , ,A dqdpA q p F q p t= ∫∫ , (1.1) 
 
where A  is the expectation value of the observable A , 
( ),A q p  is the observable as a function of ,q p  and 
( ), ,F q p t  is the distribution function of the system in 
phase space. 
In quantum mechanics, using the standard formulation, 
the expectation value of  ( ),A q p    is calculated as 
 
               ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , , ,A q p Tr q p t A q pρ=       . (1.2) 
 
We would like to find ( ) ( ), , , ,A q p F q p t  such that 
 
 ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ), , , , , ,Tr q p t A q p dqdpA q p F q p tρ = ∫∫     , (1.3) 
 
where ( ),A q p  is a  function representing the operator 
( ),A q p    and ( ), ,F q p t  is the quasi - distribution function 
representing the state ρ . Because of the non-zero 
commutation relation between q  and p , the mapping of 
( ), ,q p tρ    to ( ), ,F q p t  and ( ),A q p    to ( ),A q p  is not 
unique. To define ( ), ,F q p t  uniquely, we follow Cohen [2] 
and Lee [1]. We use ivq iupe −   as a generator for ( ),A q p   , 
multiply by ( ),f v u  to define the ordering, and  write (we 
use units 1m ω= = = , except when writing ω  explicitly 
is more convenient) 
 





Tr q p t e f v u









(Lee [1] uses convention in which vξ =  and uη = − .) 
Using Fourier transform [1] 
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Different choices of the function ( ),f v u  correspond to 
different phase-space distribution functions.  
The expression  ( ) ( ) ( ){ }, , , ,ivq iupf u v Tr q p t e f v uχ ρ −=       is 
the characteristic function corresponding to the choice of 
 2
f , so the quasi-distribution function can also be written 
as 
 
         ( ) ( )21, , ,4
f ivq iup
fF q p t dudv u v eχpi
− +
= ∫∫ . (1.6) 
 
To calculate the average of an observable, we integrate 
 











ivq iup ivq iup
A q p t
dudvTr A q p t e f v u epi
pi
− − − +
=
− −∫∫     .(1.8) 
 
Sometimes it is convenient to consider the quasi 
distribution function in complex α  space representation 
(coherent state phase space representation) rather than in 
the ,q p  phase space representation [1]. The two 
representations are related by 
 
               
( ) ( )









q ip q ip
a q ip a q ip
α α= + = −
= + = −
     
. (1.9) 
 
Integration is now done by ( ) ( )Re Imd dα α  and defined 
as 2d α  
               ( ) ( )2 Re Im 1 2d d d dqdpα α α= = . (1.10) 
 
Distribution functions in *,α α  and ,q p phase space 
representations are related through the normalization 
condition  
 




                     ( ) ( )*, , 2 , ,f fF t F q p tα α = . (1.12) 
 
In order to write ( )*, ,fF tα α  in *,α α  terms, we define 
new integration variables (this notation is similar to the 
notation of references [3-5]; Lee [1] uses z  instead of β ) 
 
               ( ) ( )*1 1,
2 2


















d Tr a a t e f eβ β βα β α
α α
β ρ β βpi
− − +
=
∫∫     .(1.14) 
 
Consequently, if we define the characteristic function in 
coherent phase space as 
 




     ( ) ( ) * ** 2 *21, , ,f fF t d e βα β αα α βχ β βpi − += ∫∫ . (1.16) 
 
It is easy to see that 
 
                               f Wfχ χ= , (1.17) 
 
where Wχ is the characteristic function corresponding to 





The equation of motion of a general quantum quasi-
distribution function for a Hermitian Hamiltonian was 
first given without proof by Cohen [2]. The proof can be 
found in reference [1]. 
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   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂− − ×   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂− − + × ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 




where ( ) ( ), , ,fH q p f i i H q p
q p
 ∂ ∂= − ∂ ∂ 
   and ( ),H q p  is 
found by putting ( ),H q p    in symmetrical ordering and 
changing q  to q  and p  to p . 
 
Sometimes we are interested in adding a loss mechanism 
to the equations. One of the ways to do it is by weak 
coupling to a reservoir. In this case, for the density matrix, 
we have the well-known master equation [6] 
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∂  = − + ∂







       
     
       
     
. (2.2) 
 
The operator master equation can be converted into a c-
number equation for any quasi-distribution function. 
 
We assume a quadratic Hamiltonian, i.e. Hamiltonian of 
the form 
 
( ) ( ) ( )† † * † † *1 2H a a Va V a Aa a A aaω= + + + + +        . (2.3) 
 
It was shown [5,7] that the equation of motion for the 












































  ∂ ∂− − − −  ∂ ∂   −  + −   ≡  ∂ ∂− +  ∂ ∂   + +   ∂ ∂ −  ∂ ∂  
Ω
  . (2.4) 
 

















































  ∂ ∂ ∂+ + +  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   ∂ −∂ ∂   ∂ ∂ + + ∂ ∂   ≡ ∂ ∂  − +  ∂ ∂  ∂ ∂  − +  ∂ ∂  ∂ ∂  −  ∂ ∂  
Ω
  . (2.5) 
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    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂− + + +    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂      ∂ ∂ ∂ − − − ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂    ∂ ∂ − + =  ∂ ∂    ∂ ∂  + + +   ∂ ∂        ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ + − −    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂    
Ω ( ),q p
(2.6) 
 
where  , , x yM K iL V R iU A A iA= + = + = + . 
 
In [4,5] Ben-Aryeh and Zoubi noticed that the equation of 
motion for the Wigner function can be written in the form 
  





∂  =  ∂  ∑
 , (2.7) 
 
where the operators iS
  close a Lie algebra. 
In ,q p  representation the iS
  are 
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S p S q S q p
q p q p
S q p S S
q p q p
S S S
q p q p
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= = = −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= + = =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂= = =






Their non-zero commutation relations are 
 
1 2 3 1 3 1 1 6 5
1 8 9 1 9 7 2 3 2
2 5 6 2 7 9 2 9 8
3 5 5 3 6 6 3 7
, , , 2 , , ,
, 2 , , , , 2 ,
, , , 2 , , ,
, , , , ,
S S S S S S S S S
S S S S S S S S S
S S S S S S S S S
S S S S S S S S
     = − = = −     
     = − = − = −     
     = − = − = −     
     = − =     
        
        
        
       
7
3 8 8 4 5 5 4 6 6
4 7 7 4 8 8 4 9 9
2 ,
, 2 , , , , ,
, 2 , , 2 , , 2
S
S S S S S S S S S
S S S S S S S S S
= −
     = = − = −     
     = − = − = −     

        
        
. (2.9) 
 
In coherent representation, the iS
  operators are [5] 
 
* *
1 2 3* *
*
4 5 6* *
2 2 2







α α α α
α α α α
α α
α α α α
α α α α
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= = = −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂= + = =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂= = =






and their non-zero commutation relations are the same as 
in equation 2.9. 
It is easy to see that the propagation operator ( ),0U t  
defined by 
 
                   ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,0 , ,0F q p t U t F q p=  (2.11) 
 
obeys equation 2.7, and in addition equals unity when 
0t = , i.e., 
 
         ( ) ( ) ( ),0 ,0 , 0,0 1i i
i
U t
a S U t U
t
∂  = = ∂  ∑

   . (2.12) 
 
Since the iS
  operators form a Lie algebra, the propagator 
can be written as [4,5,8] 
 
                         ( ) ( )( ),0 i iC t S
i
U t e=∏  . (2.13) 
 
Of course different ordering of the ( )i iC t Se

 will yield 
different iC .  
In this form the propagator is built as a product of simple 
propagators, which can be easily applied, as we will see 
later.  To find the coefficients iC  Zoubi and Ben Aryeh 
used a matrix representation for the operators iS
 . Using 













1 1 3 1 2 1
2 2 2 1 2 3 2
3 3 2 1
4 4
5 6 1 5
6 6 1 2 5 2 6
2 22
7 8 1 9 1 7
2
9 2 1 2 2 2
8 2 2 2
8 1 2 1 2 7 2
2









C a a C a C
C a a C C a C
C a a C
C a
C a C a e
C a C C a C a e
C a C a C a e
a C C C
C e
a C C C C a C












 + + =  + + + 













a C e  
, (2.14) 
 
with the initial condition ( )0 0iC =  for all i . 
 
We show that the same procedure can be applied to a wider 
class of quasi-distribution functions.  
We define the "general Gaussian quasi-distribution 
function" as a function for which f has the form 
 
( ) ( )2 2 *2 2 21 2 3 1 2 3 2*, or ,A A A C u C v C iuvf e f v u eβ β ββ β + + + += = .(2.15) 
 
It is easy to see that (e.g. [1]) 
 
1.  For 1 2 30, 0, 0A A A= = =   or  1 2 30, 0, 0C C C= = =     
fχ  is the characteristic function of Wigner function. 




C C C= = =  
fχ  is the characteristic function of the normal ordered 
function (or P  function).  





C C C= − = − =  fχ  is a characteristic function 
of the anti-normal ordered function (or Q  function). 
4.  For 1 2 31 10, ,4 4A A A= = − =   or  1 2 3
10, 0,
4
C C C= = = −  
fχ  is the characteristic function of anti-standard ordered 
function (or Kirkwood Rihaczek function).  
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5.  For 1 2 31 10, ,4 4A A A= = = −   or  1 2 3
10, 0,
4
C C C= = =  
fχ  is the characteristic function of standard ordered 
function (or anti Kirkwood Rihaczek function).  
6.  For 1 2 3, 0, 02
sA A A= = =   or  1 2 3, , 04 4
s sC C C= = =  
fχ  is the characteristic function of the s-ordered function 
of Cahill and Glauber [9]. 
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As already mentioned, Cohen presented a general equation 
of motion for quasi – distribution functions under a general 
Hamiltonian. Using his formula in the case of quadratic 
Hamiltonian and Gaussian quasi-distribution functions. 
the propagator can be decomposed into simple propagators 
just like the case of the Wigner function. (In this section we 
show that it is true for propagation without damping; for 
propagation with damping see the appendix). 
Here we do the calculation only in ,q p  representation. 
The quadratic Hamiltonian is 
 
    
( )





K q K p K qp pq K q K p
=
+ + + + +

 
      
. (2.17) 
 
We use equations 2.1, 2.15 and 2.17 and obtain 
 
   ( ) 2 21 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 4 1
5 1 2 1 1 2 3 3
,
2 2 2
fH q p K q K p K q p K q
K p C K C K C iK





and the equation of motion 
 
           
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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F q p t F q p t
K p
t q
F q p t
K q
p
F q p t F q p t
K p q
p q
F q p t
K C iK C
q
F q p t
iK C K C
p
F q p t
K C K C
p q
F q p t F q p t
K K
p q
∂ ∂= − +∂ ∂
∂ +∂





.        (2.19) 
 
We see that the equation of motion has, again, the form 
( ) ( ), , , ,i i
i
F q p t
a S F q p t
t
∂  =  ∂  ∑
 , 
where the coefficients ia  are 
 
     
1 2 2 1 3 3 4
5 5 6 4 7 3 2 2 3
8 3 1 1 3 9 1 2 2 1
2 , 2 , , 0,
, , 2 4 ,
2 4 , 4 4
a K a K a K a
a K a K a K C iK C
a K C iK C a K C K C
= − = = − =
= − = = −
= − + = − +
. (2.20) 
 
Therefore, the same technique which Zoubi and Ben Aryeh 
used to decompose the propagator of the Wigner function 
into simple propagators can be applied here, too. The 
propagation operator may be written as 
( ) ( )( ),0 i iC t S
i
U t e=∏  , where the ( )iC t  are related to the 
( )ia t  via equations 2.14. 
 
3. Examples  
 
3.1 Free particle ( ( ) 2,
2
pH q p =


  ) 
 
3.1.1 Wigner function (free particle) 
The equation of motion for the Wigner function is 
  






In this case, the solution is immediate 
( ) ( ) ( ), , , ,0 , ,0ptW W WqF q p t e F q p F q pt p
∂−
∂
= = − . (3.2) 
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3.1.2 Standard ordered (anti – Rihaczek) function (free 
particle) 
 
In this case, the equation of motion is 
 
( ) ( ) ( )2 2, , , ,1, , 2
S S
SF q p t F q p tp F q p t i
t q q













 commute with each 
other, the solution is again immediate 
 















F q p t e F q p





= = . (3.4) 
 
Since only derivatives with respect to q  appear in the 
propagator, the propagator has a very simple form in 
Fourier space and so 
 




, , ', ,0 '
2
i k pk t ikq ikq
S SF q p t e F q p dq dk
pi
 − + −  = ∫ .(3.5) 
 
For example, for ( ) 21/4 /2,0 qq eψ pi − −= , the above integral 
yields 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
11 2 2 1 21 1
, , 1
2
q p ititS iqpF q p t e it e e
pi pi
− − +− −
= − .(3.6) 
 
3.1.3 Anti-normal quasi-distribution function (free particle) 
 
In this case, the equation of motion is 
 
            
( )









F q p t
t
F q p t












a a= − = − . The differential equations are 
 
( )1 7 1 91 11, , with 0 02 2 iC C C C C= − = − = − =
i i i . (3.8) 
 
Their solutions are 
 
                21 7 91 1, ,4 2C t C t C t= − = = − . (3.9) 
So we get 
  






, , , ,0
ttp t
AN ANq q q pF q p t e e e F q p
∂∂ ∂− −
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= . (3.10) 
 
To apply the propagator, it is convenient to write  
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F q p t e e e
e u v dvdu
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In order to demonstrate the use of the propagator, we 
calculate the anti-normal QDF of ( ) 21/4 /2,0 qq eψ pi − −=  as a 
function of time. The anti-normal characteristic function 
for this state is 
 










= = . (3.12) 
 
And so the anti-normal quasi-distribution function is 
  
    
( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 2 222















tp iv t iv t iv iu ipu ivq
p q p t qpt
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− − + − − − + − −





∫ . (3.13) 
3.2 Simple harmonic oscillator ( ( ) 2 2ˆ ,
2 2
q pH q p = +
 
  ) 
3.2.1 Wigner function (Harmonic oscillator)  
 
In this case, the equation of motion is 
 
( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , ,W W WF q p t p F q p t q F q p t
t q p




The only non-zero coefficients are  1 21, 1a a= − =  
So the equations for the iC  are 
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1 1 2 1
2 2 2 1 2
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The solutions for these equations are 
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And so the Wigner function as a function of time is 
  
       
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )ln costan sin cos
, ,
, ,0
t q pt p t t q
q pq p
W q p t
e e e W q p




It is easy to prove that 
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( ) ( )
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Hence, we get 
 
    
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )
ln costan sin cos
cos tan ,
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t q pt p t t q
q pq p
t q t p
W
p t t q t p
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W q p t
e e e W q p





     
. (3.19) 
 
In order to see the behavior at 0ω→ , we write the 
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                 
. (3.20) 
 
It is easy to see that for 0ω→ , ( ), ,W q p t  tends to 
, ,0pW q t p
m










3.2.2 Standard quasi-distribution function (Harmonic 
oscillator)   
 
The equation of motion is 
  
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )2 22 2
, ,
, , , ,





F q p t
p F q p t q F q p t
t q p
i iF q p t F q p t
q p






The ia  coefficients are 
            1 2 7 81, 1, ,2 2
i i
a a a a= − = = − = . (3.22) 
 
Solving these equations we get 
 
            
( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )




tan , sin cos ,
ln cos , sin 2 ,
4
sin 2 , cos 2 1
4 2
C t C t t
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Thus, the standard quasi-distribution function as a 
function of time is 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
2 2 2
2 2
ln costan sin cos




t q pt p t t q
q pS q p
i i it t t
Sq p q p
F q p t e e e
e e e F q p
 ∂ ∂∂ ∂ −−  ∂ ∂∂ ∂  
∂ ∂ ∂− −∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= × . (3.24) 
 
 
As an example we show the standard QDF as a function of 
time for some states 
 
3.2.2.1 Superposition of the ground state and the first 
excited state 
 
The standard quasi-distribution function for a 
superposition of the ground state and the first excited state 
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− − − −
− − − −
− − − −
− − − −
=
 + ×  
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− − − − −
− −
=
 +  ×   
 × − =  
− +
− 2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2
/2 /2
/2 /2 /2 /2
/2 /2
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2
cos( ) sin( )1
cos( ) sin( )2
iqp q p
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iqp q p
e qe pe
e e e i e qe pe
q t iq t
e e pe









+ −  − 
.(3.26) 
 
3.2.2.2 Cat state 
 
A cat state is defined as  
 












The standard ordered quasi-distribution function of the cat 
state at 0t =  is 
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− − + −
− − + −
 =   
 =   
 (3.29) 
 
where A iBα = + , we obtain 
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= ×+
 +   +  +    
. (3.30) 
 
Performing the propagation, we get     
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= ×+
 +   +  +    
 (3.31) 
 
where cos sinN A t B t= +  and cos sinM B t A t= − . 
 
3.2.3 Normal and anti-normal distribution function 
(Harmonic oscillator) 
 
Using equations 2.19, 2.20 we see that if 1 2K K=  (i.e. the 
coefficients of 2p  and 2q are the same) we get very simple 
equations with only two operators for the normal and anti 
– normal distribution functions, which are the same as the 
equation of the Wigner function (see equation 3.14) 
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This can be always achieved by proper change of variables, 
but just in case we have only one oscillator frequency in 
the system. For others the equation will also contain the 




. Consequently the equation of 
motion for the normal and anti – normal distribution 
functions in this case of 1 2K K=  will be as in equation of 
3.19, which is 
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Hence, similarly to the Wigner function, we obtain 
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     
. (3.34) 
 
3.3 The Hamiltonian ( )2 2 2 2ˆ
2
t tH e q e p qp pqδ δ δε ε−= + + +      
3.3.1 Standard quasi-distribution function 
 
In this case we look at an example of a Hamiltonian with 
time dependent coefficients.  The above Hamiltonian 
represents a simple harmonic oscillator with a mass, which 
exponentially changes in time and with a squeezing term. 
We use equations 2.19, 2.20, and get the equation of 
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∂ ∂+ +∂ ∂
 ∂ ∂− ∂ ∂ 
.(3.35) 
 
The non-zero coefficients ia  are 
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The differential equations for the iC coefficients are 
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And their solutions are 
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Hence the standard ordered quasi-distribution function as 
a function of time is 
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 ∂ ∂∂ ∂ − + −−  ∂ ∂∂ ∂  




For example, if we propagate the standard QDF of a 
harmonic ground state for the above Hamiltonian, we get 
  











= .  (3.40) 
 
4. Summary and conclusions 
 
We have presented a Lie algebraic approach to the time 
propagation of the general Gaussian quasi-distribution 
function evolving under a general quadratic Hamiltonian 
(and including damping). It seems that the underlying 
reason for the possibility to use this approach may be 
traced to  
1. The fact that the operators involved in the Hamiltonian 
(equation 2.19) and in the damping  (equations A.8, A.11) 
close the general Harmonic Oscillator Lie algebra.  
2. The choice of the function f (equation 2.15).  
We expect that this approach may be generalized to treat 
the time-development of classes of quasi-distribution 
functions evolving under Hamiltonians which involve a 




Our purpose is to show that adding damping to a general 
Gaussian quasi-distribution function, will still yield just 
the same operators that appeared in the case of the Wigner 
function. Since the damping is more easily written in the 
coherent α  representation, we will use it here. We find the 
changes in equations 2.4 - 2.6 when using a general 
Gaussian quasi-distribution.  
In coherent space, the Wigner function is defined as 
 
( ) ( )* ** * 221, ,WW e dαβ α βα α χ β β βpi −= ∫ . (A.1) 
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Since the definition of a general quasi-distribution function 
is  
 
( ) ( ) ( )* ** * * 221, , ,f WF e f dαβ α βα α β β χ β β βpi −= ∫ , (A.3) 
 
its evolution in time under a quadratic Hamiltonian with 
additional damping is 
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Ω  we get 
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. 
  
It is easy to show that 
  
( )( ) ( )* * * 2 *21 ˆ ˆ, ,W ff We d Fαβ α β χ χ β β β α αpi − Ω = Ω∫ . (A.6) 
 
We substitute the expression for a Gaussian ( )*,f β β  
(equation 2.15) and find for the second integral in A.5 
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.(A.8)
  
In the last identity we used the definition 
  
( ) ( )* ** * 221, ,f fF e dαβ α βα α χ β β βpi −= ∫  (A.9) 
 
and the identities 
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We get in the ,q p  representation 
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We see that in both representations, the propagator of the 
general Gaussian quasi-distribution function can be 
written as an exponent of a sum of operators representing 
the same Lie algebra we saw in the case of the Wigner 
function, and so again, the same technique can be applied 
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